Marton Newsletter
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Marton contacts
Inside the village
Marton Parish Council
Clerk:

Helen Keeves

01926 633338
clerk@martonvillage.com

Chair:
Councillors:

Faye Chambers
Rob Lummis
David Fry
Mike Taylor
Sarah Crawford

(Contact via the Clerk)

Village Organisations
Marton Newsletter (Editorial)
Marton Newsletter (Advertising)
Marton Vicar
Village Hall

David Fry
Sharon Edwards
Jenny/Janet

Playing Field Association
Neighbourhood Watch
Cricket Club
Marton Museum
Local History
Marton Nature

Sarah Dodd
Miranda Aston
Kyrone Dodd
David Fry
Andy Bolam
Joan Sherratt

Marton Walkers
Brownies
Church Warden

Mike Johnson
Elizabeth Murray
Janet Paget
Jenny Walsh
Parish Council
Andrea Jacques
Graham Wood

Maya Van Der Galien

01926 632936
sharon.edwards0@googlemail.com

(see below)
07537 853866
villagehall.marton@gmail.com
tatumsarah@hotmail.com

07931 770249
07876899798
01926 632936
01926 634841
01926 632837
jmsherratt@btinernet.com

Emergency Flood Group
Dog Warden
Snow Warden

01926 632960
01926 815466
01926 632509
01926 632547
See contacts above
01926 632799
01926 632610

Website
www.martonvillage.com email:

newsletter@martonvillage.com

Join Marton group email and find out the news as it happens or circulate your requests or
offers. If you want to be added to the group contact:
admin@martonvillage.com

Marton Diary
June & July
All physical village events and mobile
library visits have been cancelled.
The following virtual events have been
organised to temporarily replace some
village activities:

Diary Dates
Marton Village Hall
There are no activities until
further notice in the Village
Hall.

During this
challenging time
do sign up for
the village group
email, which is
invaluable for
keeping you in
touch with what
is happening,
If you want to be
added to the group
contact:
 Marton Walkers - last Sunday of the

admin@martonvillage.com

month via a WhatsApp group (contact
details on the left)
 Church Services - every Sunday via the

St Esprit Facebook (see p.16)

NB Please note the deadline
for the August Newsletter
will be Sunday 26 July 2020
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Marton News
Newsbites
Our Advertisers
As the lockdown has eased,
most of our advertisers are
getting back to work as
‘normal’ within the limits of
government guidelines. Best
to give a call first to check.

Summer Hassles
Could you take to heart this
gentle reminder of the need
to consider the peace that
your neighbours might have
been enjoying before you
cranked up the music or TV
just near an open window?
With continuing warm (not to
say hot weather) it can turn
into an unnecessary nuisance
for some.

It’s pleasing to see there have
been less complaints about
bonfires recently.
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COVID-19: Marton Community
Network – We can help!
As many of you are aware, before lockdown
started a small group representing the Parish
Council, Church and Village Hall met to
discuss how to support the Marton
community. We all believe it’s beneficial to
work together and support each other.
As a result, if you are self-isolating because
of COVID-19 and need some help with:

 Picking up shopping or
prescriptions
 Posting mail
 A friendly phone call
 Urgent supplies
Please make contact with either:
Helen on: clerk@martonvillage.com or
07793 213048 or
Rob on:
lummisrob@gmail.com or
07764 377163
Please don’t be afraid to ask!
We will be happy to arrange for you to
receive the help you need. Please remember
you should only accept help from people you
know and trust - always ring for clarification if
you are not sure.
A big thank you: to all the wonderful
volunteers who continue to support the
Marton Community with offers of help!
Thanks for reading, please take care and
stay safe.
Rob (Vice-chair, Marton Parish Council)
Mobile: 07764 377163

Marton News
RSPCA Alert in Marton

Newsbites

One afternoon recently the peace of locked
down Church Street was disturbed. A fire
engine and support vehicle with eight men
roared into the
village and
blocked Church
Street.
They were looking
for cows caught in
wire. The Robsons
were alerted but
no cow of theirs
was in trouble.
Evidently the
RSPCA and fire
service had sent
them to the wrong
Marton - just 217
miles from the one
in East Yorkshire!
The firemen
thought the village
was very scenic,
they had a stroll
and seemed to
enjoy the trip out,
even if they had
no cow to rescue.
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Marton News
Wildflower Introduction

including:
 The National Pollinator Strategy

Seeds of Change
You’ll have seen the parish
council has been consulting on
a scheme to introduce
wildflowers to some of
Marton’s grass areas, with the
long-term aims of improving
plant, insect and mammal
biodiversity and possibly
reducing mowing costs.

 The Government ‘25 Year Environment

Plan’
 Buglife’s ‘B-Lines’ (which goes through

Marton)
 The Plantlife road verge campaign
 Warwickshire Wildlife Trust’s ‘Living

Landscapes’

Comments from residents
have been very helpful to
inform the decisions on where
sowing should happen and
what other measures could be
put in place to improve
wildlife habitats.
The council has also consulted
The Orchard resident and
biodiversity expert Nick
(whose PhD was on
wildflowers) who has kindly
produced a comprehensive –
and free of charge – report
into the various options for
sowing and maintenance. He’s
also pointed out how well the
scheme fits into other large
long-term projects
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We have biodiversity funding from the Severn
Trent Community Fund and so in Autumn will
start to reduce the vigour of the existing grass
in the chosen areas and sow a bespoke mix of
seed specially selected for our conditions and
aims. Once growing, some of the sites will
have paths mown through them (for example
to give access to benches) and any areas near
pavements will have edges mown to keep

Marton News
Wildflower Introduction
Orchard will continue to be
regularly mown.

routes clear. The selected areas are:
 Playing Field between the museum and

wood
 Oxford Road verge opposite North Street
 Footpath verges opposite the playground

and towards the pavilion carpark
 The Orchard noticeboard area
 The Orchard by the playground entrance

path

Also in response to resident
suggestions, hedgehog
houses will be installed. One
will be placed near the
bushes at The Orchard
entrance (noticeboard side),
where wildlife is already
being encouraged by
residents, and another will go
near the museum.
If you would like to read
Nick’s full report, please
contact Helen on
clerk@martonvillage.com or
633 338.

Marton Museum of
Country Bygones
Open by
appointment over
the summer
As you see, the parish council has listened to
residents and decided to only introduce
wildflowers to two small entrance/exit areas
on The Orchard. The great majority of The

Phone 01926 632936
(see page13)
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Marton News
Lockdown Quiz
Marton Lockdown Quiz
Winners
As the first phase of releasing
lockdown restrictions started,
it seemed a good time to
finish the Marton Lockdown
Quiz on 31 May.
Altogether there were 7 quiz
evenings over 8 weeks,
around 30 teams and 150
people took part, and 18
teams actually took part in all
7 rounds.
With Marton residents
involving family and friends,
there were participants in
such far flung places as

Cornwall, London, Sheffield, Guildford,
France, Ireland, America, Devon, Surbiton,
Berkhamsted, Eccles – and, of course,
Marton.
It is hard to believe just how close the final
scores were. With the answers of the top 5
teams being checked centrally to ensure
fairness, there were some hard decisions to
be made.
At the end of 8 weeks, the overall top 3
teams were:
Third Place The Covid Enemies Score 773
Team captain Martin Osborne (7 in team)
Second Place Pot Luck
Score 776
Team Captain Helen Preston (11 in team)
First Place The Virtual Party Score 777
Team captain Colin Oliver (15 in team)
Thank you to everyone who took part and to
everyone who made donations to charity. It
was left up to
individuals to
choose who to
donate to – if they
so wished – with
cancer research and
NHS being two that
were suggested.
Clare
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Marton News
Marton Face Mask Coverings : Made
in Marton
Now that face coverings are required on
public transport and recommended in all
areas where social distancing could be
difficult, you might be unsure where to get
hold of something suitable.
As a solution, Alison, from Riverside
Cottage, 1 Coventry Road (last house on the
right before the river bridge), is kindly
producing face masks, following online
design guidelines. She is offering washable
homemade masks for Martonians, free of
charge, complete with fabric bags to keep
them clean when stored or carried. “Made
with love, because we care.”

Face Coverings
order. She is not charging
(even though masks are selling
for £5-10 online) but if you
wish to make a contribution
towards the cost of materials,
you can and it would be
appreciated.
With hygiene in mind, Alison
says all materials for making
the masks are new and
purchased for the job. If you
have fabric you’d like a mask
made from, for your own use,
Alison is happy to do this too.
The most suitable fabric is
cotton, cotton mix or thin linen
and pieces need to be at least
16” x 8.5” (41.5 cm x 22 cm)
for an adult mask. None of the
masks are tried on and all are
supplied inside a newly
purchased plastic bag.
Contact Alison with any
queries on email
dcbantiques@hotmail.co.uk or

Alison sometimes places a box of
readymade masks outside Riverside Cottage
(in dry weather) or will make masks to

telephone 632907 (leave a
message if there’s no answer).
alisonbrace123@gmail.com
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Marton Heritage
The Orchard
When the country faces a
continuing housing shortage
today, it is interesting to
reflect on how the situation
was dealt with after the
1939-45 War in Marton.

Coventry Evening
Telegraph 7 October
1954
HOUSE No. 1,000 GETS
CEREMONIAL OPENING
Turning a key made for the
occasion, the Lord Lieutenant
of Warwickshire, Lord
Willoughby de Broke, opened
the front door of a council
house at Marton yesterday for
a Coventry factory worker.
The house was the I,000th
permanent one to be built by
Rugby Rural District Council
and its first tenants are Mr
and Mrs Eric Townsend and
their son Graham (see picture)
Their names had been on the
housing list for four years.
Other tenants at The Orchard,
Marton, as the estate has
been named, watched the
ceremony from bedroom
windows and their garden
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gates. Mr. James Johnson, MP for Rugby,
attended, in addition to many council
members, officials and their wives. There
were buffet refreshments afterwards in a
large marquee.
UNIQUE DISTRICT
The Lord Lieutenant told the gathering: "This
rural district in the heart of England
possesses itself a heart that beats very
strongly. It is scarcely surprising, therefore, to
find that the council has such a successful and
go-ahead housing programme, an important
milestone of which we are marking to-day.
“It is no mean feat to have been responsible
for building 1,000 houses and your Council
may be proud of their achievement."
RENTS TOTAL
The chairman of the Council. Mr. H. C.
Fleming. wished the tenants happiness in
their new home. The Council's annual rent
roll, he said, was over £29,000, which was
supplemented by appreciable contributions
from the Exchequer and the rates.
As it was 35 years since local bodies were first
given authority to build houses, and there
was no building during the war, the Council
had built their 1,000 houses in 29 years.
But these were not the first houses Rugby
Council built in Marton, they were in
Birdingbury Road almost thirty years earlier
(see next page).

Marton Heritage
The Orchard

Leamington Spa Courier 16
September 1927
MARTON: The New Council Houses.
From our local correspondent:
Finishing stages upon the new Council houses
are being reached, and understand that very
shortly fortunate ones who have secured
them will able to move in. Convenient though
these houses appeared to be in their early

stages of construction, they
are still more pleasing, now
that more intimate domestic
arrangements have been
added.
The houses will prove a great
boon to the parish and we
wish it had been possible to
build more of them.
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Marton Village
Hall
Village Hall Update
Who would have thought that
Downtown Abbey, our film
shown in February, would be
among the last events at the
Village Hall for sometime.
Even at coffee, served as part
of the Progressive Dinner in
March, there was more
conversation about the Six
Nations Rugby than what
would unfold quickly as the
nation went into lockdown
over the next few weeks.
Whilst the Village Hall has
been shut for events since
March the Committee has
continued to meet virtually
and has been busy on a
number of projects.
Communications:
In order to make our
communications more
efficient and effective, whilst
reducing waste, we would like
to communicate to Marton via
email wherever possible. You
will all have received a couple
of notes from Ian de Courcy
asking for your preference in
10 terms of how we

communicate to you. If you haven’t done so
please can you reply to his note, don’t worry
if email is not for you.
Cashless Payments:
In common with many Village Halls and most
sporting and entertainment venues we are
looking to introduce cashless methods of
payments for Village Hall run events. This
would mean that you can use a credit card, or
Apple or Google pay as a way of purchasing
tickets for events, drinks and food as an
alternative to cash. Tickets for events and
Village Hall hire will also be able to be paid
for online. Again it will make us more
efficient, mean we don’t need to handle
much cash and hopefully make it easier for all
of our customers.
200 Club:
We have also been having a good look at the
200 club. It has been running for more than
20 years and it is time to have a look at how
we can make it run more effectively. As it is a

Marton Village
lottery we have to abide by the Gambling
Commission rules and regulations and this
has meant that we need to make some
changes. During lockdown we have continued
to draw the numbers but we will soon be
communicating how we intend to relaunch
the club. Hopefully we can count on all our
supporters to stay involved and many more
of you to join.
Building Changes:
Many villagers have suggested that we could
make better use of the outdoor patio area
and better utilise the fantastic views out of
the back of the Hall. Ian has been discussing
the art of the possible in terms of making as
much of the rear of the Hall glass whilst
improving access to the patio.
Maintaining funding:
As the lockdown has meant the cancellation
of all our planned events we have suffered a
dramatic fall in revenue. I’m delighted to let
you know that our Treasurer, Andy Bolam,
successfully obtained a grant from Rugby
Borough Council to support the Hall through
the COVID crisis.
When will we open?
This is the big question for all of us. At the
moment we are unable to be specific, what is
great is that we have started to have
discussions with some of our regular hirers.
For example Claire, who runs a Pilates class in
the Hall, has been in touch to say she would

Hall
like to start her classes again
when it is appropriate.
We would love to host the
Village Produce Show in
September so we are
expecting some great entries
as a result of all of the
lockdown gardening. Of
course we also have Marton
Night Out looming in
November, perhaps some of
you are already rehearsing
your acts either solo, in the
case of our Marton Piper, or
making use of technology for
some virtual practice. You’ll
be glad to know the Men’s Act
is doing virtually nothing!
So, hopefully we will be open
soon, it will be great to
welcome you all back. We will
definitely not be opening until
we are allowed to and then
only when it is safe to do so
and we are able to put
appropriate
recommendations in place.
Rob
Chair, Village Hall Committee
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Marton Groups
Marton Nature
Marton Nature by Jane:
Slow Worm Special
A compost heap in a garden is
a great wildlife habitat for
many species, the slow worm

being one of them. Although
it looks like a snake, the slow
worm is actually a legless
lizard. Smaller than a snake,
they have golden-grey skin,
can live up to 20 years and are
a protected species under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act.
Slow worms hibernate over
winter by burrowing
underground but in summer
they will use the compost
heap for hunting slugs,
worms, snails and spiders.
Mating takes place in early
summer when males court a
female by biting the back of
their head! Mating can then
12

take up to 10 hours and the females give
birth to live young. Slow worms are predated
by cats, snakes and birds and when in distress
they can shed their tails which carry on
moving in order to distract their predator.

Marton Nature on the Web
As many of you will be aware, a part of the
website is
now
dedicated
to Marton
Nature. If
you wish to
put a
comment, a
photo or anything relating to the subject
please email Michael Koch or myself with the
material. If you do not have access to the
internet but would like to be involved, please
call or ring me (contact details on the inside
front cover).
Recently we have put some of the flowers
found in
Marton
parish on
the
website. It
was
exceedingly
difficult to
choose
from the large number of recorded species in
the area. It was ten years ago in 2010, the

Marton Groups
year of biodiversity, that a full species list of
the Marton
parish flora
was
compiled. It
was decided
not to put
the most
common or
the rarest on
the website so you will not find dandelions or
daisies.
A contributor has submitted a lovely piece of
work called Marton Springwatch, there are
some great photographs for you to enjoy.
The museum will have hard copies of most of
the material on the website for sale and for
you to look at. This year Heritage Open Days
will concentrate on the natural environment.
We would like to run an exhibition of
photographs, paintings and needlework
relating to the natural history of Marton. This
will be open to all Marton residents and I will
be pleased to hear from you. Thinking of
needlework and natural history, are you aware
that the altar kneelers and cushions are a
celebration of the flora and fauna found in the
parish? When the church is open again do visit.
Joan Sherratt

Marton Museum Opens at Last!
Joan has mentioned in her article above that
the Museum should be open for the Heritage
Open Weekend in mid-September.

Museum
It is intended that access will
be limited by the scheme that
will be operating at the
museum from Sunday 12
July.
From then on, during the
summer, the museum will be
opening as it has done in
previous years, every Sunday
afternoon between 2.00pm
and 4.00pm. However, only
by booking an appointment
on 01926 632936. This will
enable the volunteers to
ensure the maintenance of
safe social distancing.
Anyone booking an
appointment would have
exclusive access for
themselves or anyone from
their household or a ‘bubble’
that they had established.
Hand sanitiser and disposable
gloves will be available (we
are happy for the exhibits to
be handled).
Although publicity for the
museum takes in a national
(and international!) audience,
we always welcome any
visitors from within Marton.
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Marton Church
Vicar’s Letter

Thought for the day
Bishop of Warwick, John
Stroyan, reflects on what
God might be saying to us.
"The hatred which divides
nation from nation, race from
race, class from class.
Father, forgive."
From the Coventry Litany of
Reconciliation.
These are profoundly
uncomfortable times. We are
being disturbed and we need
to be disturbed. The Holy
Spirit is the Spirit of truth. The
truth is often uncomfortable
but it is ultimately our friend.
Those of us who are white
need to see what many of
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us have –
unwittingly
perhaps – resisted
seeing. We need
to see both the
reality and the
extent of racism.
More
uncomfortably
than this, we need
to see that it is not
simply the
problem of other people but that we too are
part of the problem.
In religious terms, Peter and Paul, and all the
first disciples were part of the majority
culture. It was for them a painful learning
curve to discover that ‘God has no
favourites’ (Acts 10.34). There was perhaps
for those first disciples a sense of entitlement
and indeed a sense of privilege in being the
‘chosen’ ones. Again and again, especially in
Luke’s Gospel, we see Jesus challenging their
‘insiders’ complacency by pointing them to
the real faith of the ‘outsiders’, for example,
the Roman centurion, the Syro-Phoenician
woman, the Samaritan leper. Similarly, it is
the outsider 'good Samaritian' who shows the
insiders, from the religious establishment,
what love of neighbour really means.
To be an ‘insider’, part of the majority
culture, is so often not to see or understand
the experience of those who do not have the
advantages of insider status. The insulation it

Marton Church
brings – if we are not careful – can deafen
and blind us to the pains, the hurts, the
rejections experienced by those in our
communities and even in our congregations
as a direct result of racism.
As Christians in a white majority culture, it
may help us to remember that when the Holy
Spirit came in power at Pentecost, it came
upon Asians and Africans and Arabs and
Mediterraneans. As far as I’m aware, there
were no white Anglo-Saxons present! It may
also help us to know that today the average
Anglican is black, a woman, an African, living
in Sub-Saharan Africa and earning less than
four dollars a day.
It is the way of the world, in which we so
readily collude, to make insiders and
outsiders, ‘us’ and ‘them’. In Christ there are
no insiders or outsiders based on any of the
world’s divisions.
‘There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no
longer slave or free, no longer male or
female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus.’
(Galatians.3.28).

Church News
CHURCH BUILDING and OPENING for
PRIVATE PRAYER
The Church building remains closed and we
cannot gather for Church Services (Public
Acts of Worship) until restrictions are lifted
by the government and diocese.

News
Although the government has
permitted churches to open
for private prayer since the 15
June, every church has to
ensure that it can comply with

strict health and safety
guidelines before it is allowed
to open.
The Churchwardens and PCC
have reviewed the advice and
have decided that at the
moment, as a small church,
we are unable to open safely
and must stay closed to
protect our community’s
health.
If the guidelines are relaxed
we will circulate new opening
arrangements by email,
Facebook and the church
noticeboard.
However, our sister church,
Holy Trinity, Long
15

Marton Church
News
Itchington is open for private
prayer between 10.00am and
12.00 noon on Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and
Sundays.
In the meantime you may like
to sit on one of the benches in
the churchyard for some quiet
reflection but please
remember God will hear your
prayers wherever and
whenever you say them.
Please contact the
churchwardens if you would
like prayer support.
CHURCH ONLINE
The church leadership team
meets weekly via Zoom to plan
worship and pray for the
parish.
Every Sunday we post a short
service, including a talk by
Revd Rob Rogers, on St Esprit’s
Facebook page.
This is proving very popular
and we also post a family
activities sheet. We are very
grateful for Rob’s increased
support during Revd Jane’s
absence.
If you aren’t a Facebook
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user but would like to receive a copy of the
service via email, please contact Joe Walsh.
HOLY COMMUNION via ZOOM (phone,
smart phone, tablet or PC compatible) – 7/7
@ 7.00pm
We were joined by friends from Long
Itchington for our first attempt at a remote
Holy Communion service via Zoom last
month. All participants enjoyed the
experience, led by Revd Rob Rogers, and we
will hold another service on Tuesday 7 July at
7.00pm. Please contact Jenny or Joe Walsh if
you would like to join in and they will ensure
that you are sent an email link to the service.
REVD JANE EVERITT
Please keep Revd Jane and Tim in your
prayers. Jane is now undergoing
chemotherapy treatment and may need
surgery in the early autumn. We anticipate
that Jane will be on sick leave for another six
months so please contact the
Churchwardens, Jenny Walsh or Janet Paget,
with any enquiries, requests for prayer or
other pastoral support.
THANKS to Megan Oliver for the wonderful
flower
arrangement
for
Pentecost.
Wonderful
flame
colours!

Marton Church
CONDOLENCES
We send our sincere condolences to the
families of Phyllis Millington and Sheila
Atherton whose funerals were held in June.
Revd Martin Green presided at both these
funerals and we, and the families, greatly
appreciated his support at this difficult time.
CHARITY DONATIONS
The Church continues, with your support, to
make donations each month to Southam
Foodbank.
Janet and Joe Paget are on the Foodbank
run on Monday 20 July and food
contributions can be placed in the box in
their porch (18 Birdingbury Road) or in the
box on the Walsh’s drive, at The Cottage,
North Street, next to the church.
We are sorry but we cannot receive
donations for any other cause at this time
and we cannot accept books for our book
exchange during the pandemic.
CHURCHYARD
As with many public spaces, the churchyard
had restrictions placed on maintenance
although it has remained open due to the
public footpath. John Buchanan has been
permitted to mow part of the churchyard
under his contract but no other work has
been permitted. This has recently changed
to allow individuals or family groups to work
in the churchyard but not a working party. If

News
you do have time to help,
please bring your own tools,
stay safe and maintain social
distancing guidelines as per
government advice. Thank
you to those who have
continued to donate to
support the churchyard
maintenance, these donations
cover about 75% of costs.
UNITED BREAK OUT – 30 July
to 3 August 2020
A group of church members
usually attend an annual
Christian festival called New
Wine but this has been
cancelled due to Covd19. A
free online version called
United Break Out (UBO) is
being streamed including
children’s groups,
“luminosity” for 11-16s and
adult services, seminars and
after-hours fun. If allowed we
will hold some events in the
garden of The Cottage, if you
are interested in being part of
the event in your own
household or with a group,
please get in touch with Joe
and Jenny Walsh.
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Marton Adverts
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Marton Adverts
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Marton
Marton Adverts
Adverts
Local Display
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Marton Adverts

Village News
Local Business based in
Marton
We provide an EARLY and RELIABLE
Newspaper and Magazine delivery service
For more details please contact Zena Richards on
01926 633138 or 07788991933
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Marton Adverts
Local Display
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Marton Adverts
Local Display

Do You Run a Local
Business?
Advertise here and support your
Village Newsletter
Display rates from £2.50 - £10
Contact:
newsletter@martonvillage.com
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Marton Adverts

(Cover pictures courtesy of Helen and Alison
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Marton Contacts
Outside the village
Emergency Contacts
Gas:
Water:
Electricity:
Floodline:
NHS Direct:
Rugby Borough Council

0800 111 999
0800 7834444
0800 0568090
0845 988 1188
111
01788 533533
www.rugby.gov.uk

Warwickshire County Council

01926 410410
www.warwickshire.gov.uk

Councillors
Borough Councillor Emma Crane

07956895529

County Councillor

01788 519603

Howard Roberts

cllrroberts@warwickshire.gov.uk

Member of Parliament
Jeremy Wright (Conservative)

01926 853650
jeremy.wright.mp@parliament.uk

Warwickshire Police
Rugby Rural South – Safer Neighbourhood Team
To contact the team directly (not for reporting a crime)

01788 853851

To report a crime or any suspicious incident

101

In an emergency

999

Email: rrs.snt@warwickshire.pnn.police.uk
Twitter: @RugbyCops
Rugby Police Station, Newbold Road, Rugby,
Warwickshire, CV21 2DH

